Y3 Independent Learning 15.7.22

We have now started our final BLQ topic of year 3:
Which is better: the Tour de France or the Tour de Yorkshire?

In this topic, we will be learning about the language, culture and food of France! We
will also learn all about the Tour de France and compare it to the Tour de Yorkshire.
Over this half term, can you prepare a project about France? It could be a model of a
French landmark, a presentation about the Tour de France or a report about some
French food you have tried.

Please bring in your project on Wednesday 20th July

Reading
Reading is so important for your child’s progress across all
subjects in school. Your child brings home a banded reading
book at their reading level. They should be reading at least
three times a week at home with an adult.
When they read with you, try to ask them questions to check
their understanding of what they have read e.g. “How is that character feeling?”
or “What do you think will happen next?”.

Spellings
This week’s spellings are all important words that you will start to use more
and more in KS2. Practise them, cover them up, test yourself!
actual

favourite

business

guide

centre

height

decide

interest

eight

knowledge

Times Tables Challenge
It looks like 3JI will win the final TTRockstars tournament of
this year! Can 3ER catch up in time?

English
This weekend, can you write a poem about summer?
Here’s a short WAGOLL from Mr Ingram:

Buzzing bees and fragrant flowers
Beaming sun on my skin for hours
White marshmallows in the sky
Summer’s as good as cherry pie

Maths

In maths this week, we continued our new unit Mass and Capacity.
Explain to an adult what capacity and volume are.
At home, could you ask an adult if you can measure the
liquid capacity of 5 kitchen objects e.g. cup, jug, bowl.
If you empty the object, does its capacity change? Why?
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